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Students can try before they apply 

Students exploring their options in the UCAS Hub can now access subject 

tasters thanks to a new collaboration with Springpod. The new feature 

allows students to explore, interact and sample university subjects and 

courses online before they apply. 

 

Find out more 
  

 

 

 

Discover what happens and when on results day 

Find out how to support your students and their parents with the first pack 

of Confirmation and Clearing resources for 2024, including key dates, 

opening times and a Parent Guide to Clearing. 

 

Find out more 
  

 

 

 

Peer to peer support in the UCAS Hub 

92% of students tell us that they value speaking to their peers during their 

decision-making process and now they can do that easily in the UCAS 

Hub, by linking to students currently studying on the course they are 

interested in or at their preferred location. 

https://view.email.ucas.com/?qs=c4941a4819e035a5e6917c77dcb5b73a508039c280bd7b88dfaf6b516ee258b1a2a938b1ca11a6fd41f00b6521c740decf2550a7b041cfaf6c33b9a70b43042373bd91f67fbfbc16f900b6c3b11b2cce
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https://click.email.ucas.com/?qs=e3533fbffab53fd847d24b6637ce05c678a913a3a0f6f7fc9d5fb705c040a0236b12f65ee32ac6f80583bab85c9c2239c105c4735d267dd8
https://click.email.ucas.com/?qs=e3533fbffab53fd87cae1172b2dc895930bf6dc0dbd13016bfffdc2e6d6c80e62e998f09f9668d1fbcadc8c4dd39a6f3a566b7445968983d


 

Find out more 
  

 

 

 

Looking ahead to 2025 applications 

Join UCAS’ Product Manager Callie Hawkins live on 18 April, as she talks 

you through how to set up on the Adviser Portal from 7 May 2024. There 

are some improvements to the application form for students so look out for 

the Adviser Guide 2025 and supporting toolkits available from 11 April. 

 

Find out more 
  

 

 

 

Help us shape your conference in 2025 

We want to make the UCAS conference accessible for as many people as 

possible. Take the survey to help us create a live, engaging, informative 

experience that works for you.  

 

Take the survey 

  
  

 

  

Contact us About us 

  

 

 

 

  

 
  

You are receiving this email as you’re the registered contact for your centre. 
 

While we hope you find the above information useful, UCAS does not endorse promotional information from any organisation 
advertising in this email. 
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